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Chapter 1: Introduction

Beginning programming texts and courses have traditionally focused on
computer program as a set of instructions, "a recipe with branches and
loops". Beginning students are taught to write command-line programs that
take in input from the user or file, process it, and display some result in a
rudimentary fashion. An interest rate calculator is indicative of the kind of
program students learn to write. The web is something for the future, and
web programming is often not taught until the third year of a computer
science curriculum.

There are two arguments for the traditional approach. First, there is so much
to learn in terms of how a program computes, remembers things, makes
decisions, and repeats operations. Weeks if not months of study are required
to master these basics. Even though students aren't producing very
interesting programs, they are making leaps and bounds in terms of their
problem solving skills, which can be extremely exciting. The argument is
that spending time on "side issues" such as the web detracts from learning
the more important basics. Such a argument has been reinforced by the fact
that web programming has required an in-depth knowledge of server and
database software, so learning it and traditional computing concepts in a
beginning study was just not feasible.

The second reason web programming is pushed back in the curriculum is
historical in nature. Originally, computers were devised as computing
devices (hence the name). Learning how to write computations-- to write
recipes with branches and loops that computed some data-- was computer
science. When computers were first built, there was no web. Unfortunately,
education tends to follow behind reality, and computer science education is a
prime example of this due to the ever-changing nature of technology.

The computer has, of course, found a new purpose that goes beyond
computing data-- it is a communications device. The web is no longer a "side
issue"; programming today is predominantly web programming. Programs
include a user interface based on HTML, styling with CSS, a database model,
and web server code that controls all the pieces. Its fundamental paradigm
is the Model-View-Controller (MVC), not the "recipe with branches and
loops".

A web-centric view of computer science is the reality in industry,



fundamental to practitioners. But here is another key reason to teach it to
beginners: the web is the part of computers that students know and are
excited about when they enter CS 1. Most have built web pages, some
directly with HTML. All are experts on web applications like Facebook and
Twitter. It is crazy to tell these students, "I'm glad you're interested in all
that, but first we need to focus for a semester or two on command-line
programming concepts. But be patient-- within weeks you will learn to write
an interest rate calculator!" "O.K.", the determined student says, "but can I
at least show this interest rate calculator to my mom?" The answer is no, of
course, unless Mom is willing to come down to the lab to see her child run a
command-line program. Even if Mom does see it, it is unlikely to inspire her
or her child.

It is this disconnect between every day computing and "computer science"
that has led to the decreasing interest in the field, at least in the U.S.
Students come to the field excited about computers and the fantastic
software they use everyday, but often leave when they see what "computer
science" is. We need more programmers-- there is a low supply and high
demand-- and motivation is the key.

Computer Science and Cloud Computing

Cloud computing has changed the landscape, both for ordinary computer
users and for programmers. Google and other companies now allow people
to use word processing and other software that resides not on their personal
computers, but on the web. You can now save all of your documents
somewhere on "the cloud", i.e., Google's server farm, and let Google's
engineers worry about storage space, security, etc.

Cloud computing has also dramatically changed the ease by which new web
programs can be built and deployed. Until a few years ago, one had to set
up a server (e.g., Apache) and a database (e.g., MySQL) on a local server in
order to build and run a web application. Such setup requires advanced
system skills, which is far outside the beginner's skill set. Even if the server
software is set up for the students the students, configuring even a simple
web app to run on it is non-trivial.

Fortunately, the software development landscape has changed dramatically
due to cloud computing tools like Google's App Engine and Amazon's Elastic
Computing Cloud (ECC). Server and database setup considerations are no
longer a factor: with App Engine, both server and database are set-up for
you on the greatest server farm ever assembled, and maintained by
Google's army of engineers. With App Engine, it is now feasible to learn web
programming within weeks, and for beginners to build and deploy web



applications like Twitter in a single semester of work.

I know, because I've taught the students in CS1 at the University of San
Francisco to do it the past two years! In a single semester, students who
have never programmed a single line of code have developed social
networking apps, on-line recipe books, and games like Mastermind and
Hangman.

This text introduces computer science concepts with web programming as its
fundamental process. Yes, you will write command-line programs like an
interest rate calculator, and even go through a boot camp of command-line
programming. But early on you'll also learn how such such computation fits
as within a web application, and you'll be introduced to the basics of HTML,
CSS, and databases. Within weeks, you'll have the knowledge you need to
put it all together and begin building web apps that you can show your
mother!



Chapter 2: How the Web Works
This chapter introduces the inner-workings of the web, describing what
occurs when you type in a URL or click on a link. You'll learn the difference
between static web pages and dynamic ones, and how web servers process
each. Most importantly, you'll be introduced to the HTML and Python
components that make up a web app, and how they interact.

The web started out as read-only-- only web masters could create web
pages and most of us just consumed the information out there. With blogs,
wikis, social networks, and Twitter, the web has now become a read-write
web, and most everybody is now "part of the conversation".

However, there is still a large chasm in terms of producers and consumers:
though many people are now comfortable creating blog posts and wiki
pages, there are still few who know how to create dynamic web sites--
software that displays information dynamically and can respond to user input
and other events. Such pages can only be developed by those magical
people called programmers, leading to a programmer divide that has
important implications in terms of who can get jobs, and who cannot.

If you are joining the job market, understanding this programmer divide,
and its litmus test, the dynamic web page, is crucial. Whereas the web used
to consist of static pages, it is now primarily dynamic pages. Even if you are
more designer than programmer, understanding how dynamic pages are
built is becoming a necessity.

So the first step is to take a look at what's happening beneath the surface of
the web, starting with what you know, which is entering a uniform resource
locator (URL) in a browser.

Servers

Physically-speaking, the web consists of millions of networked computers
called servers. We call them servers because their job is to serve information
to "client" computers like the one you might be looking at right now. When
you enter a URL into your browser's address bar, that address is sent over
the network to the server identified by the URL. The server determines the
processing needed to send you the web page you've requested. Sometimes



that processing is simply sending a Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) file
over the network to your browser. For other requests, servers perform all
types of operations-- looking at data in a database, performing
computations, and even communicating with other servers, all to generate
the HTML page that is finally sent to your browser.

Static Web Pages

Static web pages contain text, images, and links. They look the same each
time they are loaded into a browser-- the information on the page doesn't
change unless the web administrator on the server end has changed the
HTML file. Static pages don't contain dynamic information such as one would
find on a news site.

Static web pages are relatively easy to create. Dreamweaver and other tools
allow you to create web pages in the same manner that you create Word-
like documents-- the tool takes care of generating the HTML code for you. Or
you can write HTML code yourself. In either case, creating the pages of your
site is only half the battle. After you create your web pages, where do you
put them so that they're on the web?

There are a couple of options. One is to create your site in the 'cloud'. The
cloud refers to the huge server farms to which companies like Google and
Amazon provide access. Google Sites, for instance, allows you to create a
site in a word-processing manner and store it on Google's servers, free of
charge. You need know nothing about HTTP, servers, or any of the
discussion above. For many needs, Google Sites is a great option.

Unfortunately, you can't create any type of web site with Google Sites-- like
any high-level tool it makes things easier but doesn't provide the same
flexibility as direct coding (with HTML). So option number two is to create
your pages with Dreamweaver and/or direct HTML, and find a server on
which you can deploy your site.



You can buy a server-- sites can run on inexpensive, commodity hardware--
or you can buy space on a web hosting service. Employees and students can
also use server space provided by most organizations. But with all of these
solutions, there is the non-trivial task of setting up the server software, such
as Apache's Tomcat. Even when server software is installed for you,
deploying a site still requires sophisticated knowledge of how servers work.

URLs, IPs, and DNS

A request is sent from the browser to a server when a user types a uniform
resource locator (URL) into the browser's address bar, clicks on a link, or fills
out a form and clicks a submit button. URLs consist of a domain-- the
location of the server-- and additional request information. For instance,
with the URL:

"http://usfca.edu/alumni"

"usfca.edu" is the domain and "alumni" is the request.

Internet servers are actually identified with numbers-- Internet Protocol (IP)
addresses-- instead of the domain names found in URLs. So the first thing
your browser does is send the domain of the URL (e.g., "usfca.edu" to a
Domain Name Server (DNS), which converts the domain into an IP address.
After communicating with the Domain Name Server, the browser sends the
request to the IP address the DNS server identified.

As the diagram shows, the domain name usfca.edu is mapped to the IP
address 138.202.192.14. Normally, a user will type the symbolic name,
usfca.edu, into the address bar. The browser, behind the scenes, sends
'usfca.edu' to the DNS server, which returns 138.202.192.14 to the browser.



The browser then sends the rest of the URL, the request, to the Internet
location 138.202.192.14.

TRY IT
If you want to know the IP addresses of a domain, or the domain name of an
IP address, try the tool at http://www.hcidata.co.uk/host2ip.htm.

The request sent to the server is called an HTTP request. HTTP stands for
Hypertext Transfer Protocol. This protocol provides the standard by which
the nodes on the Internet communicate. You may never see an actual HTTP
request-- it has a lot of bookkeeping and network information, and systems
software such as that within the Browser hides these details. But we will
learn about the important parts of the request and how to write programs
that respond to it.

So what happens when the request reaches the server? For static web
pages, the server doesn't have to do much work-- the request just refers to
an HTML file which lives on the server. The server takes uses the request to
find the file within a special web folder on the server, and sends this HTML
across the network to the browser.

URLs look something like http://example.com/folder1/somePage.html, and
the part after the domain, /folder1/somePage.html is the request sent to the
server. The simplest servers just treat the request as a file path relative to
the root web folder on the server. So if the server keeps web files in the
folder /web, it would look for somePage.html in the folder /web/folder1. If
the file is there, it is returned to the requesting browser. If not, the server
reports a Page not Found error (404).

Not all servers and requests are so simple. Most web servers have a
mapping table that maps requests in various ways, including mapping
requests for static pages to particular folders. These mappings are defined in
a configuration file or with advanced use of a content management tool,
both of which present complications that beginning programmers find
difficult.

Images, CSS, and Javascript

Many web pages consist of an HTML file and auxiliary files that specify the
graphics, styling, and interactivity of the page. Here are the most common
types of files:

• image files: the pictures that appear on the page.

http://www.hcidata.co.uk/host2ip.htm


• CSS files: CSS stands for Cascading Style Sheets. They are used to
specify the styling of the page, that is, the way it appears. If the
HTML is the "what", the CSS is the "how".

• Javascript files: Javascript is a special programming language that
browsers understand. It's used to specify dynamic activity of a page,
such as the zooming in and out in a map application.

When a request arrives for a page, only the HTML file is initially sent to the
browser. The browser reads the file, then makes additional requests to the
server to obtain the image, CSS, and Javascript files. This is why pages
often render in stages, with the images appearing one-by-one.

Buying a Domain Name

Whether you use the cloud or your own server, you'll probably want to buy a
domain name. Domain names are controlled by ICANN-- the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers. There are a number of
companies that provide an interface to ICANN and allow you to obtain and
register a domain.

Try It
Yahoo provides a popular registrar-- check out
http://smallbusiness.yahoo.com/domains/. You can enter a potential domain
name and see if it is taken.

You can register a domain name for about $20-$35 a year. The difficult part
is finding a domain name that nobody has claimed. Its a bit like a real estate
land grab, and buying and selling domain names can be a very lucrative
business. Check out this CNN article: http://money.cnn.com/magazines/
business2/business2_archive/2005/12/01/8364591/ describing the art of
domaining and the Godfather of it, Yun Ye.

Dynamic Web Pages

A dynamic page is one that displays different information each time it is
invoked. For instance, a news page that shows you up-to-date articles is a
dynamic page. A page that responds to user input, such as when you fill out
a form, is also a dynamic web page.

Serving dynamic pages is more complicated than serving static pages. The
server doesn't just directly return HTML in response to a request. Instead,
server "programming code" is called which processes the request. This code
is not HTML but code written in a high-level programming language such as
Java or Python. The server code often will access information in a database

http://smallbusiness.yahoo.com/domains/
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/business2/business2_archive/2005/12/01/8364591/
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/business2/business2_archive/2005/12/01/8364591/


using the Structured Query Language (SQL), and perform computations on
that data. It then packages the data it has compiled and computed into
dynamically generated HTML which is sent to the browser.

But what does this fancy term, dynamically generated HTML, mean? You can
think of it like a form letter you might create in a word processing program,
one in which the person's name and address can be changed as the program
batch prints each specific letter. With such programs, you write the letter by
introducing stubs representing the name and address of the recipient.

For web pages, the process is facilitated with HTML templates. HTML
Templates contain HTML code along with special template variables for the
dynamic part-- the stubs-- of the page. Basically, once the server code has
computed the dynamic data needed, it opens an HTML template file and fills
in the template variables with real data. The resulting html code, with
specific data, is then sent to the client.

For example, consider what occurs when a user performs a search on
Google. First, an HTTP request is sent to the Google servers. The Google
server code accesses a large database of keyword-page mappings. The
pages all have associated PageRanks-- a measure of their popularity. Google
uses this popularity and a keyword matching algorithm to determine the top
results. These results are then packaged into an HTML template that looks
like the Google result page but with stubs for the results. What gets sent to
you, the user, is the HTML resulting from substituting the results for your
query into this generic results page.

There are a number of HTML templating systems. The one we'll be using in
App Engine comes from the Django framework. The template files have
regular HTML along with special template variables denoted with double
curly brackets. Here's an example:



<h1> Grades for CS 110 </h1>
<h2> Your score on this test is {{score}} </h2>

In this sample, the template variable is {{score}}. The server code's job is
to replace {{score}} with an actual number.

The template files are more complicated than just HTML and template
variables in double-curly brackets. They also provide other scripting
commands, such as a way to display lists of dynamic data. For the Google
sample, we might have code such as:

<h1> Results </h1>
{% for r in results %}

{{r.title}}<br/>
{% end for %}

After the server computed the search results, it would replace the "for" loop
in the HTML template with the actual list of results, showing the title for each
and placing each on a separate line (because of the <br/>).

Summary

The development of a web app often involves multiple people: a graphic
designer, a web designer, and a programmer. The graphic designer can get
away without understanding how a dynamic web page is built-- often, the
result of the designer's work is a Photoshop-picture of how the site will
appear, and not the actual site itself.

The web designer's job is to take the graphic designers work and convert it
into something that can actually be rendered on the web. For dynamic
pages, the web designer must understand scripting code, and how to
organize and style the dynamic data that the scripting will generate. The
designer may not need to understand the programming code (e.g. Python
code) that generates this dynamic data, but it can certainly help with
designer-programmer communication.

Some programmers focus on back-end functionality, but most also need to
understand how to get that data into an HTML template. In practice, the
lines between web designer and programmer are becoming blurred. Those
that can do both well are in high demand, and many are asked to take on
tasks of both in the workplace. In the following chapters, you'll be
introduced to all of the various languages and tools required to prosper in
this arena.



Problems

1. Use the tool at http://www.hcidata.co.uk/host2ip.htm to find the IP
address of yahoo.com.

2. What network communication occurs when a person visits a website?
Draw a diagram of the process, and number the various data transmissions
that occur. Use the words browser, server, client, DNS, domain name, URL,
IP, HTTP, and HTML in your answer, and define each.

3. Go to Yahoo domains and search for a domain name you find interesting.
Is it available?

4. Define the terms "static web page" and "dynamic web page". For dynamic
pages, how does the diagram from (2) change? What additional work does
the server do?

5. Define the following and explain how they are involved in web page
delivery. Show where they fit in your diagram:

CSS
Javascript
Java
Python
SQL

http://www.hcidata.co.uk/host2ip.htm


Chapter 3: Programming is Like a
Spreadsheet

This chapter steps through the basics of the programming, introducing it
with a comparison to spreadsheets and using an interest rate calculator as
an example. You'll learn the basics of how a program can store things in
memory, ask questions, repeat instructions, and talk to the end-user.

Working with a spreadsheet is not that different from computer
programming, and yet most people have used spreadsheets and very few
have written computer programs. We'll discuss the reasons for this later, but
let's first use what you know about spreadsheets as a starting point for
learning computer programming.

A spreadsheet consists of a table of cells, with each cell identified by a
column (letter) and a number (row). In each cell, you can enter a number or
a formula that references other cells. For instance, if you were wondering
about your life savings, you might use a spreadsheet to calculate how much
money you'd have after a year of accruing interest:

In this sample spreadsheet, cell B2 holds the original principal you have in
the bank and C2 holds the interest rate. D2 holds the formula C2*B2, and
thus provides the interest you would accrue after a year. E2 holds the
formula B2+D2, or the amount you'd have after a year. Row 1 has labels for
each of the cells.

Spreadsheets are often used for "what if" calculations, allowing you to check
out various scenarios. You could perform "what if" calculations in the
spreadsheet above by modifying the values in the cells B2 (principal) and C2
(rate). You could also add more rows of data and copy the formulas in D2
and E2 to each row.



Programming allows you to perform the same type of calculations that you
can do with a spreadsheet, and many more as well. The set of calculations
you can perform with a spreadsheet is a subset of those that can be
performed with a programming language.

However, there is a price to pay for the added generality. Whereas
spreadsheet designers work on a table and cells that you can see, a
computer program works in a much less visible world, with memory cells
that are hidden. Instead of placing data and formula in a table, a
programmer must learn a programming language and specify everything
with textual instructions.

Assignment Statements

The most fundamental programming instruction is the assignment
statement; it instructs the computer to place data into a memory cell. The
assignment statement:

B2 = 1000

is equivalent to placing 1000 in the spreadsheet cell B2.

The '=' symbol used for assignment statements is somewhat misleading. In
programming, '=' does not mean equals, it means 'is assigned'. Thus, You
would read the statement as "the memory cell named B2 is assigned 1000".

Note that you are not restricted to naming cells with a letter-number
combination as in spreadsheets. You can instead provide memory cells with
descriptive names such as the labels that we used in the first row of the
spreadsheet. Ideally, instead of saying 'B2=1000', we'd use the the
descriptive label as the name of the cell:

principal=1000

For the rate (C2), we'd use the assignment statement:

rate = .1

In programming, the term variable is used to refer to a named memory cell.
principal is a variable, because it represents a named memory cell. We call it
a variable because the value in the memory cell can change if we perform
another assignment on it.



Assignment statements consist of a left-side variable, followed by the
assignment operator '=', followed by a right-side formula that computer
scientists call an expression. In computer science, there is a language just
for describing languages, called BNF. The BNF for describing an assignment
statement is:

<assignment>::= <variable> '=' <expression>

In the samples above, the right-side expressions were simple numbers,
1000 and .1. But the right-side expression can also be a formula, just as the
spreadsheet cells D2 and E2 were formulas. So we can calculate the interest
after one year with:

interest = principal*rate

and the one year principal with:

oneYearPrincipal=principal+interest

If you typed in all of the statements we've discussed into a file, you'd have a
program similar to our original spreadsheet.

principal = 1000
rate = .1
interest=principal*rate
oneYearPrincipal=principal+interest

Executing a Program

A program is a set of instructions. When you tell the computer to follow the
instructions of a particular program, it is called executing the program.

In this text, we'll be learning the Python programming language, but most of
what we learn will translate to other languages like Java and C as well. You
can execute a Python program by opening a terminal (command-line)
window and entering the command:

> python programfile.py

Note that the '>' is a prompt-- depending on what type of operating system
your working on, your prompt will look different. If you try these commands
out, don't type the prompt!

Python programs are put into files with the extension ".py". If we put the



interest rate calculation instructions above into the file "interestRate.py", we
could execute the program with:

> python interestRate.py

The program would run through its instructions, but nothing would happen!

The reason is that, unlike a spreadsheet, the memory cells of a computer
program are not exposed by default. A program will only display data if you
tell it to. It is something like the human brain, where only the thoughts we
speak are known to the outside world (thank God!)

The Python print instruction is used to display data as a program executes.
Here's the modified program:

principal = 1000
rate = .1
interest=principal*rate
oneYearPrincipal=principal+interest
print 'one year principal: ', oneYearPrincipal

Here, we print the literal text 'one year principal:' followed by the variable
oneYearPrincipal. When you print a variable, the value of it is printed, not
the name. So the following will be the 'output' of the program when it is
executed:

one year principal: 1100

What if? Using End User Input

Just as a spreadsheet can be used to ask 'what if?' questions, so can a
program. Programs can be written that allow you test formulas out with
many sets of data. For instance, with the interestRate program, you can see
what your ending balance will be with different starting principals and rates.

We call the person who uses a program the end-user, and we say the end-
user can input data as the program executes. Often, the programmer takes
on the role of the end-user to test out or use the program she has just
written.

A Python program can ask for input from the end-user with the input
function. Here's an example:

principal = input('please enter the principal:')



When an input instruction is reached, program execution pauses and waits
for the end-user to type something. Whatever the end-user types is placed
into the variable on the left-hand side. So if the end-user entered 2000 for
the statement above, 2000 would be placed in the memory cell named
'principal'. Of course each time the input instruction runs, the end-user has a
chance to enter something else for the principal.

With the input function, we can modify our program to allow for what-if
calculations:

principal = input('please enter the principal:') # instead of fixed 1000
rate = input('please enter the interest rate:') # instead of fixed .1
interest=principal*rate
oneYearPrincipal=principal+interest
print 'one year principal: ', oneYearPrincipal

Now each time you (the end-user) runs the program, she can see the new
principal for a different beginning principal and rate.

Conditional Formulas

The sample program thus far is a linear sequence of instructions: do A, then
B, then C:

Spreadsheets and computer programs can also ask questions about their
data and take different paths dependent on the answers to those questions.
Consider, for instance, a bank policy in which people are rewarded for
placing higher amounts of money in a savings account. Specifically, let's
assume that if a person places less than $10,000 in an account, they get a
10% rate (.1), and if they put $10,000 or over, they get 20% (.2).

In both spreadsheets and programming, the keyword if is used to specify



such a formula. With a spreadsheet, you'd enter a formula of the form:

if(test,true_value, false_value).

For the bank policy described above, you'd enter:

If another row were added with principal 10,000 or greater, the interest rate
would be .2.

We can perform the equivalent in our computer program using an if-clause:

principal = input('please enter the principal:') # instead of fixed 1000
if principal<10000:

rate = .1
else:

rate = .2
interest=principal*rate
oneYearPrincipal=principal+interest
print 'one year principal: ', oneYearPrincipal

If the value of the variable principal is less than 10000, the rate is set to .1.
Otherwise (else) it is set to .2. Indentation in Python has meaning-- because
'rate=.1' is indented, it is only executed if the if condition is True (and
because of its indentation under the else, the 'rate=.2' is only executed if it
the condition is false). The if clause is of the form:

if <condition>:
<statement_list>

else:
<statement_list>

The condition can be any boolean expression involving variables, literal
values, and boolean logic operators like >,<, and, not, and or. Whereas the
spreadsheet if limits you to specifying a value for the true and false
'branches', with Python, you can execute arbitrary instructions for the
branches.

With the if clause, a program is no longer restricted to a linear recipe-like



process, but instead might be considered a recipe with conditional branches:

Repeating Statements

Besides branching one way ot another, computer programs can also repeat
statements, i.e., branch back up in the instructions. For instance, if we
wanted to calculate the principal accrued after 10 years, we'd need to repeat
the statements calculating interest and new principal.

Along with the 'if' clause, Python provides a 'while' clause, which basically
means: repeat the following statements while some condition is true. Using
'while' we can compute the principal after 10 years:

principal = input('please enter the principal:') # instead of fixed 1000
year=1
while year<=10:

if principal<10000:
rate = .1

else:
rate = .2

interest=principal*rate
principal=principal+interest
year = year+1

print '10 year principal: ', principal



Don't worry if you don't completely understand this program yet-- we'll discuss programs
that repeat in the following chapters. For now, just realize that the while clause allows for
branching back up and thus repetition in a program, as illustrated in the following diagram:

Summary

Using a spreadsheet and programming are similar. With spreadsheets,
everything is visible within the table of cells, and you tell the spreadsheet
what to do by entering data and formulas within cells. The spreadsheet is
perhaps the most killer app ever invented, because of its ease of use. But
you can't build arbitrary programs.

With programming, the data cells are not visible unless you tell the app to
show them. This invisible nature of the data is one reason programming is
difficult. The other difficulty is you don't just place data and formulas in
cells: you tell the app what to do with textual instructions. Since you are
creating an app, there is a clear distinction between the programmer and the
end-user, and there are instructions for how the app should communicate
with the end-user. There are also instructions that let the app perform
different instructions (branches) based on the value of data, and instructions
for repeating other instructions until some condition changes. The large
instruction set lets you create all types of software that can't be created with
a spreasheet. The cost is that you have to know the instructions and the
particular syntax for specifying them, which is not easy, especially for
beginners.

Problems

1. Write a Python program that computes the new principal after one and
two years of accumulating interest. The program should get the initial
principal and rate from the end-user.



2. Write a Python program that computes the new principal after one and
two years of accumulating interest, but uses a rate of .15 if the principal is
below $1000, .2 if it is between $1000 and $2000, and .3 if it is greater than
$2000.

3. Write a Python program that computes the new principal after n years,
where n as well as the initial principal and rate are input by the end-user.
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